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Overall

886 emails sent with the survey

42 hard copies of the survey to those entitled but have no email

928 total access to the survey

625 opened the email and accessed the survey 70.5%

557 clicked through the survey 62.9%

238 remain unopened 26.9%

20 opted out from this and any other surveys 2.3%

3 bounced back 0.3%

553 responses in total 59.6%

506 through the survey

47 hard copies (inc those who weren’t able to access the email link)
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Question 1: In which membership category do you sit?
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Question 2: Please indicate your age
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Reinstated 'like for like' with

what existed pre-fire

Reinstated and reconfigured if

authorities allow

Reinstated, reconfigured and

the foot print increased if

authorities and finances allow

Question 3: How would you like to see Killermont House?
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On the top floor as before

On the lower floor

Elsewhere in the building

Other (please specify)

Question 4: Where would you like to see the locker rooms located?
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Yes
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Question 5: To ensure the Club is fit for purpose for the future, would 

you agree that any design must incorporate locker/ changing rooms for 

Ladies and Junior Girls?
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On the top floor

In its previous middle floor

location

In a different location in the

middle floor

Question 6: Where would you like to see our dining facilities? 
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Question 7: Where would you like to see the formal Members  Bar? 
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Question 8: Would you agree that a much larger casual bar is required? 
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On the lower floor
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On the top floor

Question 9: Where would you like to see the casual bar? 
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Small gym/ exercise room with

suitable equipment

Steam Room/ Sauna

Business Services Room

Question 10: Which (if any) of these additional facilities would you like to 

see included? 



Summary of Question 11 – Do you have any other suggestions you wish to make?

321 comments made, with the most popular topics being:-

23 - remove formality

19 - lift to all floors

16 - family membership

15 - open membership

8 – Professional’s Shop in Clubhouse

7 - US Country club Style

7 - Swing Studio

7 - Yoga/ Pilates Type of Space

6 - Modern Interior

6 - Live within the insurance budget

5 - Swimming Pool

5 - Design to be practical and efficient

4 - NO levy

4 - Sell assets including land/ Old Tom

4 - Retain Golf Club identity

4 - Master Plan for the future

3 - Income generation

3 - High Specification

3 - Better Food

2 - Remove mounding that creates the access to the main front door, create ground floor access onto 1st tee

2 - Contemporary Design/ WOW factor

2 - Rose Cottage as administrative hub

2 - Food better at Gailes



There were suggestions that we look at other clubs facilities for the following reasons:

Loch Lomond - casual bar

Kingsbarns - mixing old with the new

Royal Burgess - mixing old with the new

Gleneagles - Shower cubicles, family experience

Carnoustie - practice facilities

Royal Mid Surrey - how they reinstated following a fire

Royal Belfast - dual entry - one for gentlemen, one for guest/ family

Archerfield - everything

Bay Hill - how locker rooms merge into casual bar


